FUTURE FORMS

Choose the right form

A: Is Clarissa leaving / Is Clarissa going to leave / Will Clarissa leave for France tomorrow?
B: No, she’ll leave / she’s going to leave / she’s leaving on Thursday because she couldn’t get a ticket on tomorrow’s plane.

A: There’s nothing left in the fridge. B: Well, I’m buying / I’m going to buy / I’ll buy something right away.

If she will go / goes on playing this well she will win / wins the match.

You must start running as soon as I will say / say ‘go’.

We will carry / carry on walking until it gets / will get dark.

I will tell / tell you when it will be / is time to go.

He doesn’t finish / won’t finish his university course until he will be / is 23.

Will you be disappointed if you won’t get / don’t get the job?

Put the verbs into the correct form (future perfect or future continuous)

Don’t phone them between 2.00 and 3.00. They …………………………… (have) lunch then.

A: Can I borrow the book tomorrow?
B: Sorry, I …………………………… (not finish) it until Monday.

At the end of this year we …………………………… (be) together for 20 years!

A: Will Kevin be able to come?
B: I don’t think so. The concert’s at 7.00 and he …………………………… (work) then.

If I start now I …………………………… (write) the report by 4.00 this afternoon.

When you arrive at the station I …………………………… (wait) by the information desk.

Will or going to: put the verbs in the correct form.

Have you heard the news? The Prime Minister …………………………… (resign)

A: Have you decided what to do this summer?
B: Yes, we …………………………… with my sister in Spain for two weeks. (stay)

A: Did you type that letter, John?
B: Sorry, I forgot. I …………………………… it now. (do)

A: Are you ready to order?
B: Yes, I …………………………… the soup and the chicken, please. (have)

A: Your computer’s not very good, is it?
B: I know. I …………………………… a new one soon. (buy)
Tick (✔) the correct sentences and rewrite the wrong ones.

They make up their minds as soon as they’ve looked round the house tomorrow.

Come and see me when you are feeling better.

If your headache will get worse you should go to bed.

I’ll write down your number in case I’ll need it.

He never goes to the doctor unless he’s feeling really terrible.

Complete the sentences using the correct form of shall, will, going to, or the present continuous and the verbs in brackets

A: I can’t understand this example.
B: ……………………………………………… you? (I / help)

A: What …………………………………………… tonight? (you / do)
B: Nothing much!

A: What are your plans for the summer?
B: ……………………………………………… a job. I need money. (I / get)

A: Why are you going to the shops?
B: Because …………………………………………… a new coat (I / buy)

A: What are you going to do with your lottery money?
B: I think …………………………………………… it in the bank. (I / put)

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct future form

A: Do you have any plans for tomorrow?
B: Yes, we ………………………………… (take) the children to the park.
A: I heard on the radio that it ……………………………… (rain).
B: If it rains, then I guess we ………………………… (stay) home. If we …………………… (do),
I ………………………………… (call) you and invite you over to watch a video with us.
Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets in the present simple, present perfect or will

Ok, this is the plan. I will put the rope and the bags in my van tomorrow afternoon. When everything is ready, I ........................................... (come) to collect you three. Then we ........................................... (drive) to that street behind the bank. As soon as it ........................................... (get) dark, Frank and Tony ........................................... (climb) onto the roof of the building. I ........................................... (look) out for the police and Sam can stay in the car. Wait on the roof until you ........................................... (see) my signal. When you ........................................... (see) it, open the roof door with this key. As soon as you ........................................... (get) inside, you ........................................... (see) an alarm on the left. Disconnect it. When you ........................................... (do) that, go down the stairs to the basement. No, wait. Before you ........................................... (go) down, listen very carefully to see if there is anyone inside. Here are the keys to the strongroom. When you ........................................... (go) into the strongroom, you ........................................... (find) the lights on the right. Once you ........................................... (put) all the money in the bags, turn the lights out. The bags ........................................... (be) heavy, but don’t use the lift. When you ........................................... (climb) the stairs back to the roof, signal to me once. As soon as I ........................................... (see) your signal, I ........................................... (help) you with the bags and the ropes. Everything ........................................... (be) fine! And we ........................................... (live) the rest of our lives in luxury!

Future time clauses. Complete the sentences with the right or most appropriate form

1) They …………. (open) the house when they …………. (finish) cleaning
2) As soon as they ……. (have) the money they …… (restore) the place.
3) The bridge looks as though it …………. (collapse)!

Answer the questions

1) What do you intend to do? …………. (start my own business)
2) The phone’s ringing. …………. (answer it)
3) Who do you think will get the job? …………. (Mark; get it)
4) What are you doing tonight? …………. (meet some friends at the pub)

Choose the correct option

1) Do you think you’ ll finish / you’re finishing / you’re going to finish / you finish work late tonight?
2) Sorry I can’t help you. I’ll go shopping / I’m going shopping / I go shopping.
3) Oh, no! I forgot to phone him. I’m doing it / I’ll do it / I’m going to do it now.
4) I’m having / I’ll have / I have dinner with Tom tonight.